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Goodbye, crib. Hello, bed! Baby is happy to move on to the next phase of sleep furniture. There’s so much to do on a big, soft bed
— lie on it, play on it, bounce on it! At bedtime, Daddy tucks Baby in, Mommy says good night, and there’s so much space, and the
bed feels so . . . different. What now? Trepidation gives way to a good night’s sleep in a celebration of a familiar toddler ritual.
?Michael Blackheart is a famous jewel thief known to all in the underworld. He wants to wash his hands of the trade, but he agrees
to take one last heist: an art collection belonging to Bill Helms, an infamous and hated multimillionaire. Michael infiltrates a private
exhibition of Bill’s collection, but it’s not the art that catches his eye?it’s Bill’s assistant, Isabel. Michael’s true target was never
the art collection anyway. He wants only to seek revenge on Bill’s head of security?his father, Patrick Blackheart. But as he finds
himself increasingly enchanted with Isabel, the end of the exhibition draws closer by the hour and he must decide what to do...?
This volume also includes Back in the Spaniard’s Bed, the tale of powerful tycoon Alejandro Rodriguez and his plan to buy back
the passions of the only woman who ever walked out on him.
Follow the story of Devin Smith—a product of modern-day suburbia whose wholesome upbringing spirals into an American
nightmare—as he relentlessly seeks inner peace in a world where all that glitters truly is not gold. The book marks author Yusuf
Blanton’s debut to the literary world, as he bravely dances the line between brutally honest memoir and riveting modern fiction.
Dealing interchangeably with drug addiction, raucous sex, urban music, and the objective pursuit of spirituality, The Agonizing
Road to Self seeks to turn heads, engage minds, and touch hearts. “If every person on Earth wrote something this personal,
forthright, and honest, we might all be able to understand one another and appreciate each others’ faults, downfalls, despairs, and
joys. ... Through it all, Yusuf never fails to inspire.” —Mason Hall, editor “If you were touched by Cupcake Brown’s phenomenal
autobiography, A Piece of Cake, then the floodgates of compassion and hope are bound to burst open after reading Yusuf
Blanton’s dose-of-reality debut novel.” —Gigi James, television writer and award-winning author of I Didn’t Sign Up For This! “The
intensity of this book is sure to strike some chord in anyone who reads it. ... The Agonizing Road to Self is a powerful testament to
the struggles of humanity.” —James Lord, Zojak Worldwide
Kozier and Erb’s Fundamentals of Nursing prepares students for practice in a range of diverse clinical settings and help them
understand what it means to be a competent professional nurse in the twenty-first century. This third Australian edition has once
again undergone a rigorous review and writing process. Contemporary changes in the regulation of nursing are reflected in the
chapters and the third edition continues to focus on the three core philosophies: Person-centred care, critical thinking and clinical
reasoning and cultural safety. Students will develop the knowledge, critical thinking and clinical reasoning skills to deliver care for
their patients in ways that signify respect, acceptance, empathy, connectedness, cultural sensitivity and genuine concern.
The Cambridge Companion to Autobiography offers a historical overview of the genre from the foundational works of Augustine,
Montaigne, and Rousseau through the great autobiographies of the Romantic, Victorian, and modern eras. Sixteen essays from
distinguished scholars and critics explore the diverse forms, audiences, styles, and motives of life writings traditionally classified
under the rubric of autobiography. Chapters are arranged in chronological order and are grouped to reflect changing views of the
psychological status, representative character, and moral authority of the autobiographical text. The volume closes with a group
portrait of late-modernist and contemporary autobiographies that, by blurring the dividing line between fiction and non-fiction,
expand our understanding of the genre. Accessibly written and comprehensive in scope, the volume will appeal especially to
students and teachers of non-fiction narrative, creative writing, and literature more broadly.
Bereft and penniless after the death of their father, the local Vicar and Private Chaplain to the Earl of Chadwood, the beautiful
Olivia Lambrick, her younger brother Tony and her five-year-old sister Wendy are desperate for the new Earl to arrive at Chad
Hall.ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ Having inherited the title after his two cousins drowned in a sailing accident, it has taken the Earl a year to
travel home from India.ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ And meanwhile, with no one to pay the estateÕs workers and pensioners, the entire
village is almost starving.ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ Olivia hopes that the Earl will honour the allowance her mother received as the late
EarlÕs cousin, but to her chagrin, he is a handsome but hard and unsympathetic man.ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ Refusing OliviaÕs pleas
and those of his half-brother, Gerald, who faces the debtorsÕ prison because of his high living in London, the Earl has a very
unpleasant solution Ð he will pay GeraldÕs debts only if he marries Olivia!ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ But Fate intervenes unexpectedly
when the Earl is attacked by a vicious mob of youths from the village and, almost fatally injured by a knife thrust, is then carried to
OliviaÕs home.ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ While Gerald uses a Power of Attorney to save the village, pay off his debts and look after the
pensioners, Olivia saves the life of the man she hates and prays with all her heart that somehow love will save the day.Ê
KNOW THY ENEMY – 181 pages of easy to read tips, guides, photos and insight from a true expert on bed bugs. A practical
resource for those who find themselves in the position of having to deal with bed bugs. This book features an extensive collection
of techniques and methodologies that can be used right now. Includes appendix with 201 common bed bug FAQs, a travelers
survival guide, guides to hiring a bed bug professional vs. DIY, preparing for bed bug treatment, canine inspection and much,
much more.
Zack has no ideathat he is trapped. For twelve yearshe has lived in a safe society that has cut itself off from the rest of the planet. A century
before Zack was born his community secluded itself by building a thirty-foot wall of mortar and stone. No windows or doors led to the outside
world. No one entered; no one exited. Young Zack is completely content in his community until he is enlightened by a soon to be expelled
criminal. The lawbreaker treats his day of punishment as if it is his ticket to independence. Zack had never thought about visiting the world
outside Magnus Kir, but after a series of events including a run-in with the king, he finally gets his chance. Magnus Kiris the tale of his
hesitant escape.
Tiffy en Leon delen een flat zonder dat ze elkaar ooit hebben gezien. Zij werkt overdag, hij ’s nachts, en ze communiceren via geeltjes. Hoe
goed kun je iemand leren kennen die je nooit hebt ontmoet? De warme en meeslepende roman Veel liefs van Beth O’Leary snijdt op luchtige
wijze scherpe thema’s aan. Tiffy is 27, onverwacht vrijgezel, niet heel rijk en heeft snel een flat nodig. Leon is 27, draait nachtdiensten als
verpleger en heeft geld nodig voor een advocaat voor zijn broer, die onschuldig vastzit. De oplossing: ze delen Leons flat. (Of eigenlijk –
Leons bed.) Leon slaapt er overdag, als Tiffy op haar werk is, en de rest van de tijd woont Tiffy er. Ze houden zich aan de huisregels, komen
elkaar nooit tegen, en deze situatie bevalt hun prima. Terwijl Tiffy’s ex enge, stalkerachtige trekjes lijkt te vertonen en het hoger beroep van
Leons broer niet wil vlotten, begint wat een zakelijke (en vooral tijdelijke!) overeenkomst had moeten zijn langzaam als thuis te voelen. Maar
hoeveel kun je écht over iemand weten als je elkaar nog nooit ontmoet hebt...? ‘I LOVE IT! Briljant bedacht, heerlijk warm, grappig
geschreven.’ HELLO magazine ‘Een charmant en liefdevol verhaal met bestsellerpotentie.’ The Bookseller
Criminal Law: A Comparative Approach presents a systematic and comprehensive analysis of the substantive criminal law of two major
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jurisdictions: the United States and Germany. Presupposing no familiarity with either U.S. or German criminal law, the book will provide
criminal law scholars and students with a rich comparative understanding of criminal law's foundations and central doctrines. All foreignlanguage sources have been translated into English; cases and materials are accompanied by heavily cross-referenced introductions and
notes that place them within the framework of each country's criminal law system and highlight issues ripe for comparative analysis. Divided
into three parts, the book covers foundational issues - such as constitutional limits on the criminal law - before tackling the major features of
the general part of the criminal law and a selection of offences in the special part. Throughout, readers are exposed to alternative approaches
to familiar problems in criminal law, and as a result will have a chance to see a given country's criminal law doctrine, on specific issues and in
general, from the critical distance of comparative analysis.
Can dreams tell you about your past life? When Lily moves to Savannah to start her new career she moves into the very house she’s
dreamed about since childhood. The landlord is a little too familiar and the cemetery on the property carries memories from her past. When
she slips into the past everything comes back, even the man from her dreams. Can Rafe keep her in the past or will she slip from him again?
Will their love transcend time? This is a hauntingly sweet romance that will keep you guessing until the end. He bowed his head and shook it
from side to side. “I don’t understand how a man that’s been dead for over one hundred years can just take over your heart. How can you
even think about going back to him? If you love me, how can you love him too?”
Timely and controversial, A Bed for the Night reveals how humanitarian organizations trying to bring relief in an ever more violent and
dangerous world are often betrayed and misused, and have increasingly lost sight of their purpose. Drawing on first-hand reporting from hot
war zones around the world - Bosnia, Rwanda, Congo, Kosovo, Sudan and, most recently, Afghanistan - David Rieff shows us what
humanitarian aid workers do in the field and the growing gap between their noble ambitions and their actual capabilities for alleviating
suffering. Tracing the origins of major humanitarian organizations such as the International Committee of the Red Cross, Doctors Without
Borders, and CARE, he describes how many of them have moved from their founding principle of neutrality, which gave them access to
victims, to encouraging the international community to take action to stop civil wars and ethnic cleansing. Rieff demonstrates how this
advocacy has come at a high price. By overreaching, the humanitarian movement has allowed itself to be hijacked by the major powers,
sometimes to become a fig leaf for actions that major powers take in their own national interests, as in Afghanistan, sometimes for their
inaction, as in Bosnia and Rwanda. With the exception of cases of genocide, where the moral imperative to act overrides all other
considerations, Rieff contends that if humanitarian organisations are to continue doing what they do best - alleviating suffering - they must
remain independent.
Admiraal William H. McRaven sprak in 2014 bij de diploma-uitreiking van de Universiteit van Texas. Hij vertelde hoe zijn opleiding tot Navy
SEAL hem zijn hele leven lang heeft geholpen om succesvoller en gelukkiger te zijn. Zijn speech ging viral en werd meer dan tien miljoen
keer bekeken. In Maak je bed op vertelt hij meer over de principes die hem niet alleen in zijn militaire carrière veel hebben opgeleverd, maar
ook daarbuiten. Met leuke voorbeelden en wijze lessen toont hij dat discipline en doorzettingsvermogen voor iedereen binnen handbereik
zijn. Hoe haal je meer uit jezelf, ga je uitdagingen aan en overwin je tegenslagen? Begin de dag met je bed opmaken.
A heartfelt, witty story of one woman's journey from heartbreak to adventure, full of gorgeous Italian flavour. Emily Robertson looks like the
woman who has it all: the lovingly restored Tuscan farmhouse, the three beautiful children, the successful, attentive husband. But when her
husband dumps her by text message, she has to face up to some stark home truths. How will Emily cope, stranded in the countryside with no
man, no money, dodgy phrasebook Italian and a psychotic cleaner? Her eldest girl is out of her depth with the local seducer, her middle
daughter is dangerously underweight, and her darling baby is fast becoming a brat. But soon Emily finds herself being drawn into the village
of Monte Albano, and discovering a more genuine Italy, darker and more intriguing than she had ever imagined. She and her children are
outsiders no more - and if she can get over a slightly embarrasing obsession with her youthful first love, an attractive stranger might be about
to show her the time of her life...

Just when William is ready to fall asleep in his cozy cabin, there is a tap on his window. A chilly chipmunk asks to stay,
and Will scooches over in bed. "There's room for two--I'm sure we'll fit." The chipmunk is just the first in a parade of
mammals, each bigger than the last, until the bed is full. Then a note is slipped beneath the door: "Do you have room for
just one more?" William tugs the door to see who's there . . . only to find a great big BEAR! Is there enough space to
spare? Will the other animals be willing to share? Kids will delight at each new guest's arrival and enjoy counting along
as the animals keep scooching over to fit in William's bed. Linda Ashman's clever rhymes set up each page turn with
suspense and humor, and the expressions on Chuck Groenink's characters are perfect. This is must reading for the dark
time of year when everyone wants to hibernate!
Take the slap-stick farce of a 1950’s Ealing comedy and update it with a generous portion of risqué humour – this is the
laugh-out-loud comedy novel by Donald Wightman. The Bridgnorth writer used his own on-train experiences to create his
story. ‘I set out to devise an original plot packed with humour and quirky characters. My own railway industry knowledge
provided the ideal platform for this hilarious, read-between-the-lines comedy novel, Bland Encounter. With a heritage
railway on my own doorstep, a trip along its meandering route would inevitably fire-up my imagination and help me to
create new ways of thickening the plot.’ Woven through with gentle humour as well as outbreaks of pure farce, Bland
Encounter features an off-the-wall main character surrounded by a host of amusing supporting roles. Dave Bland is a
man struggling to make a new life after the break up of his marriage. The middle-aged train manager turns to an internet
dating site and soon gets embroiled in intrigue. Is the mysterious Galina a high-class hooker, a hit woman or simply a
lady looking for love? When she arrives in the UK, he invites her into his home, but complications arise when Galina’s
niece appears on the scene. A sex-trade worker down on her luck, Irina needs a place to stay. With money tight, old
habits die hard, so Dave formulates a plan for Irina and her colleagues to target Trainspotters who are due in town for a
special steam weekend. Chaos ensues when members of a rival steam railway try to sabotage the event. The mayhem
increases when a train wrecks a nearby Safari Park. Order is eventually restored, but the consequences prove crucial for
the people involved.
On one level Fusion is the story of 94 year old Gloria Hagberg, famous 'Granny of the Airlifts' of 1960s Kenya, waiting in
the wings while the mixed race son of one of her protgs, Barack Obama, aims for the presidency of the USA. On another
level the story of ELLA MACKAY begins when she is six in remote 1953 Scotland. EWAN CAMERON inspirational sole
teacher of 35 pupils instils a sense of justice and an understanding of human diversity. Ella goes to teach in 1968 Kenya,
leaving her family traumatised. She lands in a kaleidoscopic society of multinational idealistic colleagues, earnest African
schoolchildren, neo colonials, frightened Asians, religious zealots, corrupt politicians and Pan African Socialists. Ella gets
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tangled up, via JOHN FRANCIS, nephew of the assassinated Pio Gama Pinto, in a dangerous plan to prevent the
assassination of TOM MBOYA popular possible successor to the President. Ella helps to save Mboya's life then later
meets him at the home of GLORIA HAGBERG. A huge secret is uncovered. MIKE KILPATRICK tempts Ella to consider
life on a farm in post colonial Kenya. His sister NAN, maimed during Mau Mau, pulls at Ella's heartstrings. Both Mike and
John propose to Ella but she returns to Scotland. The story moves to 2006/7 with the reflections of an older Ella on how
migration has and could contribute to cultural fusion. Meantime Gloria is watching the USA Presidential campaign. If
Obama wins it would be more than a triumph for fusion. It would be justice.
Michael Collins and Eamon de Valera were the two most charismatic leaders of the Irish revolution. This joint biography
looks first at their very different upbringings and early careers. Both fought in the 1916 Easter Rising , although it is
almost certain they did not meet during that tumultuous week. Their first encounter came when Collins had been released
from jail after the rising but de Valera was still inside. Collins was one of those who wanted to run a Sinn Féin candidate
in the Longford by-election of 1917. De Valera and other leaders opposed this initiative but the Collins group went ahead
anyway and the candidate won narrowly. The incident typified the relationship between the two men: they were vastly
different in temperament and style. But it was precisely in their differences and contradictions that their fascination lay.
De Valera, the political pragmatist, hoped to secure independence through political agitation, whereas the ambitious
Collins, with his restless temperament and boundless energy, was an impassioned patriot who believed in terror and
assassination. T. Ryle Dwyer examines the years, 1917-22 through the twists and turns of their careers. In an epilogue,
he considers the legacy of Collins on de Valera's political life.
When a mysterious stranger enters Jasmine's life with tales of Angels and Demons she refuses to listen to his warnings.
Having been raised with dishonesty and treachery she is under no illusion of the realities of human existance.
Abandoned by her family and betrayed by her friends she finds this latest twist in her life too much to handle and spirals
out of control. Zach is an ancient warrior Angel. To his disgust he has been sent to guard Jasmine from the beasts that
hunt her. Perplexed by her volatile human nature he struggles to control her and make her recognize the signs of the
mystical world around her. Is it possible for two such dissimilar individuals to unite against the evil stalking them? Or will
the tension between them explode - leaving catastrophic repercussions?
Brought to you by the authors and editors that created the Minecrafter and Minecrafter 2.0 Advanced guide books,
TheBig Book of Minecraft features more of everything—more mods, more mining, more mobs, and more Minecraft! Up to
date for the 2014 holiday season, TheBig Book of Minecraft is packed with the most recent training, tools, and techniques
to help readers get more out of their favorite sandbox game. 2014 was a pivotal year for Minecraft, and this book
captures all the latest and greatest things that have happened to one of the most brilliant and immersive games in video
game history. From a brief overview of the game to advanced farming, mining, and building techniques, this guide
touches on everything Minecraft enthusiasts could ever ask for. Featuring authoritative and engaging content from our
internal experts, TheBig Book of Minecraft also highlights some of the most influential builders in the Minecraft
community today and examines their creations and techniques that catapulted them to fame.
A Bed for the NightHumanitarianism in CrisisRandom House
With a career that spanned from the silent era to the 1990s, British screenwriter Charles Bennett (1899--1995) lived an
extraordinary life. His experiences as an actor, director, playwright, film and television writer, and novelist in both England
and Hollywood left him with many amusing anecdotes, opinions about his craft, and impressions of the many famous
people he knew. Among other things, Bennett was a decorated WWI hero, an eminent Shakespearean actor, and an
Allied spy and propagandist during WWII, but he is best remembered for his commercially and critically acclaimed
collaborations with directors Sir Alfred Hitchcock and Cecil B. DeMille. The fruitful partnership began after Hitchcock
adapted Bennett's play Blackmail (1929) as the first British sound film. Their partnership produced six thrillers: The Man
Who Knew Too Much (1934), The 39 Steps (1935), Sabotage (1936), Secret Agent (1936), Young and Innocent (1937),
and Foreign Correspondent (1940). In this witty and intriguing book, Bennett discusses how their collaboration created
such famous motifs as the "wrong man accused" device and the MacGuffin. He also takes readers behind the scenes
with the Master of Suspense, offering his thoughts on the director's work, sense of humor, and personal life. Featuring an
introduction and additional biographical material from Bennett's son, editor John Charles Bennett, Hitchcock's Partner in
Suspense is a richly detailed narrative of a remarkable yet often-overlooked figure in film history.
Jerome Klapka Jerome (1859 –1927) was an English writer and humourist. The pilgrimage of the title is a journey to see
the famous Passion Play at Oberammergau, which has been performed every ten years since 1634, the middle of the
Thirty Years War. «Diary» is a typically witty account of this journey, part travelogue and part social commentary.
Journalist, playwright and author, a wealth of his writing has remained just beyond the public gaze. «Diary of a
Pilgrimage» is one such work.
In works of Western literature ranging from Homer’s Odyssey to Albee’s Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? the giving and
taking of hospitality is sometimes pleasurable, but more often perilous. Heffernan traces this leitmotiv through the history
of our greatest writings, including Christ’s Last Supper, Macbeth’s murder of his royal guest, and Camus’s short story
on French colonialism in Arab Algeria. By means of such examples and many more, this book considers what literary
hosts, hostesses, and guests do to as well as for each other. In doing so, it shows how often treachery rends the fabric of
trust that hospitality weaves.
The when-to and how-to schedule for growing, caring for, and maintaining your Peach State garden! Never garden alone!
The Month-By-Month Gardening series is the perfect companion to take the guesswork out of gardening. With this book,
you'll know what to do each month to have gardening success all year, from January to December. It's full of the when-to
and how-tos of gardening along with richly illustrated step-by-step instructions, so you can garden with confidence. Reap
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the benefits of the gardening "mistakes" and successes of co-authors Walter Reeves and Erica Glasener, who have over
thirty-five years of gardening experience between them! With a fresh look and updated information, Georgia Month-byMonth Gardening includes all the when-to and how-to information that has made these books so popular over the years,
presented in a new, easier-to-use format with more full-color photography and the most current information available.
Complete with specific advice on growing flowers (both annuals and perennials), bulbs, grasses (both lawn and
ornamental), roses, groundcovers, shrubs, trees, and vines, this book is one no garden lover will want to miss! In the
winter, certain tasks are needed to plan for and improve the next growing season. And once things really start growing in
the spring and summer, you'll find advice on the best way to get the most beautiful flowers, the lushest lawns, and the
sturdiest trees. From planting to watering and fertilizing, and maintenance to problem solving, Georgia Month-by-Month
Gardening shows all levels of gardeners the best practices to grow satisfying and rewarding results.
Ahmam's Island is the new American release of the Taiwanese title Woman's Islands. The translation deals with a young
woman living in Taipei, Taiwan as she prepares to visit her home village for the Chinese New Year. What she will
discover on the trip home is the role family and society expectations play in what thought she knew about herself. What
she will learn, is to accept who she wishes to become.
Hualien, on the Pacific coast of eastern Taiwan, and its mountains, especially Mount Qilai, were deeply inspirational for
the young poet Yang Mu. A place of immense natural beauty and cultural heterogeneity, the city was also a site of
extensive social, political, and cultural change in the twentieth century, from the Japanese occupation and the American
bombings of World War II to the Chinese civil war, the White Terror, and the Cold War. Taken as a whole, these
evocative and allusive autobiographical essays provide a personal response to history as Taiwan transitioned from a
Japanese colony to the Republic of China. Yang Mu recounts his childhood experiences under the Japanese, life in the
mountains in proximity to indigenous people as his family took refuge from the American bombings, his initial encounters
and cultural conflicts with Nationalist soldiers recently arrived from mainland China, the subsequent activities of the
Nationalist government to consolidate power, and the island's burgeoning new manufacturing society. Nevertheless,
throughout those early years, Yang Mu remained anchored by a sense of place on Taiwan's eastern coast and amid its
coastal mountains, over which stands Mount Qilai like a guardian spirit. This was the formative milieu of the young poet.
Yang Mu seized on verse to develop a distinct persona and draw meaning from the currents of change reshuffling his
world. These eloquent essays create an exciting, subjective realm meant to transcend the personal and historical
limitations of the individual and the end of culture, "plundered and polluted by politics and industry long ago."
Fifteen-year-old Lucas Kane's life is forever changed when a new girl, Aza, comes to his tiny hometown of Crestone,
Colorado and reveals to him the truth about his father who abandoned him when he was an infant. Aza takes Lucas to a
training center in Sedona, Arizona where he learns he is the son of an archangel and the pawn in a battle between
angels and demons. His adventure takes him across the Southwestern United States where he learns of Native
American folklore and how it relates to his own story.
Based on the author's popular New York Times series, the best-selling author of As They See 'Em chronicles his
revelatory cross-country bicycle trip during the summer and fall of 2011. 50,000 first printing.
Childhood Brain & Spinal Cord Tumors includes detailed and medically reviewed information about both benign and
malignant brain and spinal cord tumors that strike children and adolescents. In addition, it offers day-to-day practical
advice on how to cope with procedures, hospitalization, family and friends, school, social and financial issues, and
communication. Woven among the medical details and the practical advice are the voices of parents and children who
have lived with cancer and its treatments. As many parents have already found, advice from "veteran" parents can be a
lifeline. Woven among the medical details and the practical advice are the voices of parents and children who have lived
with cancer and its treatments. As many parents know, advice from "veteran" parents can be a lifeline. Obtaining a basic
understanding of topics such as medical terminology, how drugs work, common side effects of chemotherapy, and how
to work more effectively with medical personnel improves the quality of life for the whole family. Having parents describe
their own emotional ups and downs, how they coped, and how they molded their family life around hospitalizations can
be a tremendous comfort. Just knowing that there are other kids on chemotherapy who refuse to eat anything but tacos
or who have frequent rages can make one feel less alone. Parents who read this book will find understandable medical
infomation, obtain advice that eases their daily life, and feel empowered to be strong advocates for their child. It also
contains a personal treatment summary and long-term follow-up guide for your child to keep as a permanent record.
The story of a turbulent decade for our iconic capital
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